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BILLY’S BRIEFS

HAPPY NEW YEAR TO YOU ALL! I trust that 2021 has started well for you
And your family and that like me, you are looking forward to a year of
fun and normaility where we can share time together with family and
friends. As you can tell, I’ve spent time at the beach, fulfilling my New
Year’s resolution to look after myself.
As I lay on m towel and waited for Darelle to finish rubbing the sunscreen
in, I said “Dags, when you’ve finished that, and after you’ve gone and
grabbed me a coffee, and before you make and bring me my lunch, I think
you should play a bit of beach cricket with Lachie…just make sure you don’t kick up any sand as you leave
because you know that I can’t stand sand mixed with sunscreen.” And as I watched Dags and Lachie playing
beach cricket, there was a song in my heart that my other Resolution, spending quality time with my family,
was being fulfilled.
On to the cricket…a beautiful sunny day, perfect for my tan, greeted the resumption of games on Saturday.
Ou Firsts blew off a few cobwebs and couldn’t quite get over the line, while the Twos and Threes had very
strong wins. Our Fours and Fives didn’t have their best days, although a number of players were absent and
I’m sure both teams will bounce back this week.
Special mention to Ash Beaton who did some great work in getting the pitch at our Brice Avenue ground
playable for the weekend..thank you Ash.
Congatulations also to Riley Weatherill and Tristan Wainwright, both in ou 16s, who have been playing Rep
Cicket and having great success…well done fellas.
Our annual TRIVIA NIGHT is fast approaching..Saturday 20 February…moe details to follow. Just like
our Christmas Party, it would be wonderful to have a large number of our Community turn up and support
this fun event.
Good luck to all teams this weekend, especially our 16s and Masters, who have their first game after the
Christmas break.
Keep looking after yourselves…bring on a successful and enjoyable 2021.

SENIOR MATCHES RESULTS
1st XI SCCC 7/179 defeated by Nth Ringwood 1st X1 7/183
T Wynne 40, B Willis 37no, M King 36

2nd X1 SCCC 9/163 DEFEATED Wandin 1st X1 110
J Weatherill 48

3rd X1 SCCC 3/169 DEFEATED Kilsyth 3rd X1 6/160
T Edwards 66, Z Staggard 30no; W Kenny 3/18

4th X1 SCCC 9/64 defeated by Lilydale 5th X1 6/240
5th X1 SCCC 56 defeated by Kilsyth 6th X1 2/62

SENIOR PLAYER OF THE ROUND; TOM EDWARDS, 66
This is your first game this season..where have you been?
I’ve been pretty busy the last couple months, bought a house, got a girlfriend and adopted a dog named
Colin, those things are keeping my spare time pretty slim at the moment!
You don’t look in peak shape..why’s that? Let’s just say I’ve been thirsty.
You’ve opened in the Firsts…is opening in the thirds tougher? It’s a lot harder to keep your eye on the
ball in the 3rds, in the 1s it’s just kinda quick and then it’s there to try and hit, in the 3s the bowler lets it go
and then by the time in gets to you you’ve seen ducks walk across the pitch, 8 planes fly over the ground
and watched Zac Staggard and Ryan Lacey eat 3 snag rolls each. So I think both sides have their different
challenges.
You played cricket in England last year..tell us about that. Was lucky enough to go play for Windsor
cricket club! A great bunch of mates made and lots of funny memories, would recommend it to any of the
young boys wanting a little holiday and a chance to play cricket when it’s snowing...
Why do you have so many tattoos? I only got the tattoos so people thought I was tough in footy and
would stop trying to rough me up .... nah I think I just always kind of liked them and they are a little bit
addicting to get!
Rumour has it you were a bit naughty at school….what life advice would you give to our school aged
readers? Yeah I wasn’t the best behaved lad in school, I think the most important thing is to have fun, I
didn’t really like school. Looking back now some of the best times I’ve had were in school, just try ya best
and if it doesn’t work out just be a plumber or something.
Ive heard you’ve brought a house…how do you go with domestic duties like doing the dishes, laundry
and cooking? I’ve kind of been better than I thought I would be at the dishes, I’ve learnt that doing them
fortnightly isn’t the way to go, all sorts of stuff starts growing. Cooking wise, bitta toast or noodles are still
my favourite dinner
Which Club member would you ban from your house and why? I think I’d ban Ryan smith, because the
glare from the lights off his shiny forehead would be unbearable
Getting back to cricket….what do you enjoy about it? I just really enjoy the mateship the game brings,
I’ve played some sports growing up that are very individual, so when you lose or perform poorly you kinda
get stuck in a bad mood, but with cricket, I never seem to make many runs but knowing that after the
game I’ll be finding the bottom of a can, snag in hand and telling some jokes with some of my best mates
just makes the losses a lot easier to take
Will we see more of you now at SCCC? For sure ! I’ll most likely be back playing next year, it’s a second
home down the club and has always been a huge part of my life.
What are your parting words?
Just pin the ears back and have some fun! Try to laugh more.

TRIVIA NIGHT AND PRESENTATION EVENINGS
Please mark the following dates in your calendars:
SCCC ANNUAL TRIVIA NIGHT: SATURDAY 20 FEBRUARY 2021
SENIOR PRESENTATION EVENIUNG; SATURDAY 27 MARCH 2021
JUNIOR PRESENTATION EVENING; WEDNESDAY 24 MARCH 2021
More information to follow
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